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Abstract— In this paper we present techniques for image 

registration with different kinds of heuristics. Our main 

objective is image registration should be efficient from 

available factors inherent in the images which help us in 

registration process. We present three objectives to be met 

along the way for image registration. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

Image registration is the process of transforming different 

sets of data into one coordinate system. Data may be multiple 

photographs, data from different sensors, times, depths, or 

viewpoints. It is used in computer vision, medical 

imaging, biological imaging and brain mapping, 

military automatic target recognition, and compiling and 

analyzing images and data from satellites. Registration is 

necessary in order to be able to compare or integrate the data 

obtained from these different measurements. 

In this paper, we propose multi objective technique 

for efficient image registration. The multi objectives are 

classified into 3 objectives as stated below. 

Objective I: The similarity Index (SI) between base image 

and reference image should be accurate. This accuracy is 

measured by using intensity based similarity index 

mechanisms. 

Objective II: The orientation of base and reference should be 

same. Image orientation refers to the exact axial, coronal, 

sagittal positions. 

II. PROPOSED TECHNIQUE 

The above mentioned objectives are to be satisfied by the 

applications of meta heuristics. To meet objective  we 

propose Greedy Approach where we attach a parameter 

called profit denoted by Pri with the similarity index. Our 

objective is to increase the value of Pri associated with each 

image i1 i2  i3 ...........in. 

We use a decision tree which maps images Pri  value 

to highest Pri  value. We form a decision tree from an input 

vector which is recorded in the form:       

 (Pbi, Pri)=( Pr1 ,Pr2, Pr3, Prn, Pri) 

Where Pbi refers profit of the base image Pri refers 

profit of the reference image 

The decision tree is formed on the basis of the values 

of profit Pbi , Pri  should be equal. 

We construct the decision tree where the root node 

stores the profit associated with base image. We then try to 

store the Pri values associated with reference images. 

The decision tree is constructed in the form of a heap 

where in we operate deletemin operation. The profit values of 

each image i.e. pr1, pr2,pr3 ,..pri  are  stored in nodes of a tree as 

shown in figure below: 

 
Fig. 1: Decision tree storing Profit Values 

When we perform deletemin operation then the node 

of the tree with minimum profit value gets removed from the 

tree. 

Naturally, at a point in time we remove the last node 

from the heap i.e, the root node which stores the maximum of 

minimum profit values. This node is near to the profit value 

of the base image & is the image which can be registered with 

base image .The main reason we propose  the tree based 

approach is that accessing the profit values is very fast so any 

algorithm employing the tree based registration for decision 

will have enhanced efficiency. In future we would propose an 

algorithm for the same which may be used in any image 

registration techniques. 

The main challenge of this algorithm will be storing 

the profit values associated with reference images in the 

nodes as these profit values won’t differ by large values. So, 

comparing them becomes difficult. There will be very small 

difference between the profit values ,hence the application 

should be designed by powerful tools to detect such minute 

margins of difference between the profit of reference images. 

Calculation of Pbi ,Pri  : 

 For two images A&B being registered has equal SI 

if sum of squares of intensity differences (SSD) is zero. 

 
Where A is fixed image intensity function,BT 

transformed image of B.B image under current 

transformation on consideration T,the image registration 

process involves recovering the spatial transformation T 

which maps xb to xa  over the domain of interested. 

The images which have minimum pi value are stored 

in a separate category. Finally we consider the set of images 

which meet objective I as well as objective II .we perform 

intersection operation on the set of images which meet both 

objectives and proceed to the final step in image registration. 

If the intersection result is only a single image that reference 

image is set to be registered with the base image. 

III. OBJECTIVE  

The final objective is to track the mutual information of the 

base and reference images which should be minimum. We 

consider a given base image and deform the reference image 

till the images become highly similar. We propose a measure 

called Deformity index, Di.. Mutual information measures 

the information that Base image and Reference image share: 

it measures how much knowing one of these variables 
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reduces uncertainty about the other. For example, if Base 

image and Reference image  are independent, then knowing 

Base image  does not give any information about Reference 

image   and vice versa, so their mutual information is zero. At 

the other extreme, if Base image  is a deterministic function 

of Reference image   and Reference image   is a deterministic 

function of Base image  then all information conveyed by 

Base image  is shared with Reference image :knowing Base 

image  determines the value of Reference image   and vice 

versa. As a result, in this case the mutual information is the 

same as the uncertainty contained in Reference image   (or 

Base image ) alone. 

IV. FUTURE WORK 

With reference to the above mentioned mechanism if the 

result of the intersection is a set of images, further decision is 

to be taken to shortlist of the images so that a single reference 

image is obtained to registered with the base image. The 

approaches we have developed are still to be evolved into 

full-fledged algorithms and their validity remains to be tested 

on suitable testbeds. In future we aim to work on this issues. 

V. CONCLUSION 

The proposed approaches can be helpful for a image 

registration system with multiple objectives into 

consideration. Sometimes a single approach is not sufficient 

for image registration which leads us to using alternative 

approaches. The mechanisms will have proposed are efficient 

with the only challenge being the algorithmic complexity 

involved in developing the strategies .The nature of images 

will not affect the performance of the algorithms which are 

developed with the help of our proposed technique. 
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